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Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. so often skirts what I think is the most important element in a new observation or theory-how did this person happen to be doing this thing or thinking along these ne'w lines? So, in a sense, rrn giving this talk to take you behind the scenes, to help you understand how I happened to be mixed up in three unusual projects.
I arrived in Berkeley, in May of 1936, with a brand new Ph.D. and essentially no knowledge at all of nuclear physics; I had worked with Arthur Compton in the field of cosmic rays. Very fortunately for me, the first of Hans Bethe's three monumental articles on nuclear physics appeared in the April 1936 issue of the Reviews of Modern Physics. I studied "Bethe's Bible" with great diligence, and very quickly I was "up to speed" in that I knew all kinds of important things about nuclear physics that even my new and experienced colleagues hadn't known the week before. Hans Bethe was making his transition from spectroscopist to nuclear physicist, and, in his characteristically thorough manner, he learned everything that had been done in his new field, added a lot of new ideas and calculations, and, most importantly for the rest of us, put it all down in very clear prose.
In addition to learning almost everything I knew about nuclear physics from those wonderful articles, I was most fascinated by several things that Hans said couldn't be done with the then present state of the art; and I worked on several of them. (Some of them became possible when reactors were built.) My most successful venture w a s discovering nuclear K-electron capture, a mode of decay I learned about from his article, which he said couldn't be directly observed because nothing was emitted except a neutrino. I corrected a minor error in one of his papers when I showed that internal conversion of gamma rays occurred in 67Ga; he had said that such an effect could only be seen in the heavy "natural" radioactivities. The next of his "unobservables" that I tried to observe was the beta-decay of the free neutron, which I wouldn't have known about except for his article. He said, "The lifetime is too long to allow observation of the beta-decay of neutrons." The last pre-World War II experiment to be set up at the Berkeley 37-inch cyclotron was a search for that decay; my graduate student collaborator was Cornelius Tobias, and the experiment was terminated when the One night at home, almost two years after Lord Rutherford's article appeared in 3 3
Nature, I was contemplating the H-He problem, and I quickly calculated how much of both isotopes could be produced at the 37-inch cyclotron by a bombardment of Deuterium seemed pretty clear now that there were no "junk ions" being accelerated at any magnetic field values where the He ions Bob and I were about to make with the 37-inch cyclotron should appear. This was naturally good news to me, since it meant that the 'real experiment" could soon be undertaken, with almost a guarantee of success.
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In my last conversation in the control room with Bill Farley and the other operators, I said that I was now convinced that there was no background in the He range, but that I would like them to take the magnetic field once again up to full value so that I could make sure that my ionization chamber and amplifier were still working by watching the scope screen become paralyzed with enormous numbers of beam particles.
I thought this simple act would terminate the exploratory experiment, but as we will now see, it led to one of the most important observations I ever made. If anyone were writing a scenario for this experiment, he would have ordered two things that fortunately didn't happen. In the first place, the operators should have turned off the radiofrequency oscillator that powered the "D's"-the cyclotron's accelerating electrodes. In keeping with good cyclotron practice, only after cutting the oscillator power would the operator have then turned off the magnetic field. But probably because the operators had been running the magnetic field up and down for the past half hour, always with the oscillator on, they cut the magnet power while the oscillator was left on. That was the first fortunate accident. And the second thing that would have been written into the scenario was that I would have walked away from my apparatus, knowing that the experiment was over. But for some reason I kept watching the oscilloscope screen after I had shouted 'Cut." I was startled to see a burst of pulses on the oscilloscope that quickly appeared and then disappeared, as the magnetic field dropped through the "Helium three region."
(The time constant of the magnet was many seconds because it wasn't constructed of laminated iron as a transformer is. So by Lena' law, eddy currents in the iron kept the magnetic field from dropping rapidly to zero strength.) Soon thereafter there was a huge burst of pulses as the magnetic field went through one-half its normal value, where protons were accelerated. After I'd seen the protons, I ran to the control room and said, "Let's try that again." I probably also told them what had happened, so w e repeated the experiment several times, and every time the magnetic field dropped rapidly throughout the Helium three region, I saw the pulses suddenly appear and then disappear. It was quickly obvious to me what mas making them appear during the rapidly decreasing field although they hadn't shown up when the magnetic field had the same constant value. My abundance of He and He in a normal tank of gas-well Helium, and a fairly accurate 3 measurement of the relative amounts of He in gas-well Helium and in Helium derived 3 from the atmosphere. And finally we used He as a new kind of bombarding projectile to excite the reaction 28Si(3He,p)30P. W e observed the famous 2.5 minute period of Phosphorous 3 b t h e first artificially radioactive isotope ever made, which had the seen the light of day five years earlier in the laboratory of Fredrick Joliot and Irene Curie. Review in the summer of '39. (Taken together, they occupied less than one page of the journal.) The first, dated July 31, was entitled "3He in Helium" and it described the observations I made with the rapidly varying magnetic field. The second was dated August 29, and was entitled "Helium and Hydrogen of Mass 3." In this letter w e described our experiments that were done after Bob had shimmed the cyclotron to produce the steady He beam. W e correctly observed the unexpected effect that He was 10 times more abundant in atmospherically derived Helium than in gas-well Helium-3
we now know that the extra He is produced by cosmic rays, just as 14C is produced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere. W e were off by a factor of 10 in our absolute abundance 18.6 keV-about 1% of the typical beta ray energy one meets in nuclear physics.)
As far as I know, these were the last uses of an accelerator as a mass spectrometer until 1975 when I proposed a quark search to Rich Muller. I'll now describe how the tandem accelerator came into being.
In the Spring of 1975 I was eating breakfast before teaching an eight o'clock class in nuclear physics and reviewing what I would say about accelerators. I was prepared to tell my students that whenever they saw a singly charged particle beam produced in an acclerator that had 2~1t energy in electron volts that was greater, numerically, than the highest voltage seen in the machine, they would know that there was a changing magnetic field somewhere inside the box. I couldn't think of an exception to this general principle until I had finished my coffee and started to drive to the campus. But during the ten minute drive I realized that, if I made the accelerated ion change its charge from -1 to +1 inside an electrode, I could violate my newly postulated "law."
I published a one page article in the Review of Scientific Instruments in September 1951 entitled "Energy Doubling in dc Accelerators." This paper started with these sentences:
"It is generally believed that charged particles cannot be accelerated from ground potential to ground potential unless they pass through a system which has associated with it a time varying magnetic field. Dc electric fields must satisfy the equation $ Eds = 0, while the time varying fields used in radiofrequency accelerators and betatrons are freed from this restriction of scalar potential theory."
As soon as the paper appeared, I had a call from an old friend from wartime days, Dennis Robinson, who was then President of the High Voltage Engineering Corporation. He asked if he could visit with m e the next week to talk about my recent invention, which he said he'd like to build and sell with a license from the Atomic Energy Commission (which I had thanked for supporting my work). I was of course pleased, and when he came to Berkeley w e did talk about it for several days. One thing that concerned us was an unusual discharge mode that might be seen in a "straight through" charge exchange accejerator, where electrons could oscillate back and forth through the high voltage electrode. I thought for a while about converting my own 4 Mev Van de Graaff generator into a charge exchange accelerator, with a magnet in the high voltage terminal, but I ended up deciding to leave the whole business to Dennis Robinson. He invited m e to be a consultant to his company, but I was actively consulting with Ernest ? Lawrence's color television com the time, and regretfully told Dennis that I couldn't spare the time. You pany has had in building and selling t ility of which he first learned from my article.
1' 11 now transport you ba years to show that "everyone" at that time a brand new idea, which I had invented. This ryone," because it turned out that there was a ator fraternity didn't know of its
, where the idea of strong focusing The experiment that revived Accelerator Mass Spectrometry was published in 1977, and came about in the following way. As a particle physicist I had been in conversations about quarks from the earliest days-in fact my bubble chamber group had published a good deal of the data that had led Vurray Gell-Mann and, independently, George Zweig to propose the quark theory in 1964. Their quarks had electrical charges that were +2/3
and -1/3 times e, and many searches for such fractionally charged particles were soon underway. A year after the original quark papers appeared, Han and Nambu proposed a theory of integrally charged quarks. It was not taken very seriously at the time, because it required that there be nine kinds of such quarks, rather than the simpler original om mass 2 to 3, the "The advantage of the cyclotron over an ordinary mass spectrometer does not come from its high resolution-but from the high energy of the emerging beam: several Mev per nucleon. This high energy allowed us to send the beam into the particle identification detectors, and to get useful information on a particle-by-par ticle basis."
As far as I know, this statement in 1977 is the first overt mention of those features of acclerator mass spectrometry which you all appreciate. I had known them for some time, but they hadn't ever been stated so clearly until then.
That wraps up the early history of accelerator mass spectrometry; but I might say a few words about its application to "accelerator dating," a field in which I've had no direct involvement, even though I did contribute to its evolution in three ways. The first came from some conversations I had several years ago with Rich Muller when he was spending the summer trying to help our navy find Soviet submarines. He was studying the "wake radioactivity" left in the water behind any nuclear submarine whose reactor is not perfectly shielded. Seawater is the cheapest material with which to shield such a reactor and the qtiestion is then what is the easiest radioactive material to detect. Sodium 24 will certainly be made in quantity, and it emits two very high energy gamma rays in coincidence-a most unusual signature. But one's first guess is seldom the best, and I can't rememher what Rich looked at next, but it had a higher production rate, and an uncomfortably long half-life, and therefore a smaller counting rate. I told Rich that some years earlier, I had seen a research proposal in which someone from SRI had suggested improving the accuracy of '4C dating, by counting the atoms in a mass spectrometer, rather than waiting for them to decay, with their very long half life. I remembered that he had proposed using negative ions as a way of eliminating background. Rich and I agreed that the method probably hadn't worked, or w e would have heard about it, but the idea of counting atoms rather than decays did appeal to him, and he tried to make use of it in the submarine detection business but with no success.
Then after w e had made our quark search on the cyclotron, Rich put all the parts together and proposed to do accelerator dating, using 14C, "Be, and 3 H, among other materials. So I soon found myself in my old role as spectator in the control room a t the 88-inch cyclotron, as Rich performed the first accelerator dating experiment ever donethe measurement of the age of a water sample from its H content. The sample was 24 years old and had been collected before the Tritium content had been raised by the thermonuclear bomb testing in the 1950's. Rich measured its age as 33 years. and f v e also enjoyed the opportunity to m e e t apparently kicked off, quite unkno so many of the people who have contributed to the technology-people who were familiar to m e by name, but not b events of long ago.
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